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Abstract—Astronauts’ training is conventionally performed

in a pool to reproduce weightlessness by exploiting buoy-

ancy which is supposed to reduce the impact of gravity on

the body. However, this training method has not been scien-

tifically validated yet, and requires first to study the effects

of underwater exposure on motor behavior. We examined

the influence of neutral buoyancy on kinematic features of

whole-body reaching underwater and compared them with

those produced on land. Eight professional divers were

asked to perform arm reaching movements toward visual

targets while standing. Targets were presented either close

or far from the subjects (requiring in the latter case an addi-

tional whole-body displacement). Reaching movements

were performed on land or underwater in two different con-

texts of buoyancy. The divers either wore a diving suit only

with neutral buoyancy applied to their center of mass or

were additionally equipped with a submersible simulated

space suit with neutral buoyancy applied to their body

limbs. Results showed that underwater exposure impacted

basic movement features, especially movement speed

which was reduced. However, movement kinematics also

differed according to the way buoyancy was exerted on

the whole-body. When neutral buoyancy was applied to

the center of mass only, some focal and postural compo-

nents of whole-body reaching remained close to land obser-

vations, notably when considering the relative deceleration

duration of arm elevation and concomitant forward trunk

bending when reaching the far target. On the contrary, when

neutral buoyancy was exerted on body segments, move-

ment kinematics were close to those reported in weightless-

ness, as reflected by the arm deceleration phase and the
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whole-body forward displacement when reaching the far

target. These results suggest that astronauts could benefit

from the application of neutral buoyancy across the whole-

body segments to optimize underwater training and acquire

specific motor skills which will be used in space.� 2016 The

Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of IBRO. This

is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

Key words: whole-body reaching, arm kinematics, postural

strategy, underwater, neutral buoyancy.

INTRODUCTION

During space missions, astronauts evolve within unusual

environments implying critical changes in the force

field. For instance, they sustainably experience

weightlessness on the International Space Station (ISS)

or during Extra-Vehicular Activities (EVA), and must be

ready to face other gravitational contexts such as on

Moon and Mars surface for the upcoming decades of

space exploration (Weiss et al., 2012). In these unusual

environments, they often have to perform motor tasks in

the framework of maintenance or scientific missions,

requiring efficient sensorimotor behavior (see Lackner

and Dizio, 2000 for a review). In order to overcome the

impact of microgravity, they conventionally train underwa-

ter to learn the movements they will perform during their

mission (‘EVA training underwater’; Bolender et al.,

2006). This training method exploits buoyancy (via the

Archimedes principle) which is supposed to reduce the

impact of gravity on the body by providing ‘natural

unweighting’. To approximate weightlessness, astronauts

are immersed in training pools such that neutral buoyancy

is usually applied to their Center of Mass (CoM). Neutral

buoyancy is achieved when the upthrust exactly compen-

sates for gravitational force. Despite this analogy with

weightlessness, underwater exposure generates some

additional viscous resistance acting on the moving limbs

and does not affect vestibular signals as weightlessness

does (Brown, 1961). Thus, in the field of motor control,

the relevance of astronauts’ underwater training remains

to be further supported. To our knowledge, few studies

investigated the influence of underwater exposure on

sensorimotor and cognitive behavior (Brown, 1961;

Ross et al., 1969; Dixon, 1985; Massion et al., 1995;

Hoffmann and Chan, 2012; Dalecki and Bock, 2013,

2014; Schneider et al., 2014; Counil, 2015; Schaefer

et al., 2015) but none of them specifically focused on its
ons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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direct impact on goal-directed actions. Here, we

addressed this issue and specifically examined the effect

of neutral buoyancy on kinematic features of whole-body

reaching movements.

Unweighting the body or some of its parts and

questioning its effect upon motor control has been

already achieved by means of robotic systems providing

adjustable levels of arm-weight support (Coscia et al.,

2014) or by microgravity exposure in parabolic and space

flights (Mechtcheriakov et al., 2002; Carriot et al., 2004;

Papaxanthis et al., 2005; Bringoux et al., 2012). In

robot-assisted rehabilitation following stroke for instance,

motor improvements were often reported (Prange et al.,

2006) but Coscia et al. (2014) did not find distinct kine-

matic features with or without gravity compensation

exerted by the robot on the arm in healthy subjects. When

unweighting is achieved through microgravity, some stud-

ies reported a decreased mean and peak velocity of arm

displacement during reaching movements (Berger et al.,

1997; Mechtcheriakov et al., 2002; Papaxanthis et al.,

2005; Crevecoeur et al., 2010). Such changes in weight-

lessness were often associated with similar movement

accuracy as compared to normogravity observations

(Berger et al., 1997; Mechtcheriakov et al., 2002),

although other studies reported a decrease in final accu-

racy (Bock et al., 1992; Fisk et al., 1993; Watt, 1997;

Carriot et al., 2004; Bringoux et al., 2012). Whole-body

reaching tasks implying a postural involvement in the

goal-directed action also led to contradictory results when

performed in microgravity. Whereas Patron et al. (2005)

reported a minimization of CoM displacements as it is

usually observed in normogravity, Casellato et al. (2012)

observed a new postural strategy characterized by a

CoM projection beyond the base of support in micrograv-

ity. These contradictory findings may actually reveal that

the task requirements must be accounted for when con-

sidering the impact of unweighting on motor behavior.

Furthermore, in the case of underwater exposure for

EVA training, the influence of the concomitant viscous

fluid resistance is often neglected. Previous work dealing

with how goal-directed arm movements are performed in

transient or sustained modified force fields mainly used

centrifugation (Lackner and Dizio, 1994; Bourdin et al.,

2001, 2006) and robot manipulandum (Shadmehr and

Mussa-Ivaldi, 1994; Goodbody and Wolpert, 1998). Com-

pared to baseline, initial impairments such as final inaccu-

racy, altered trajectory and slower speed were reported

but these tended to vanish after exposure to the field dis-

turbance. These results suggest that humans are able to

adapt their motor behavior when facing novel environ-

ments in order to keep the goal-directed actions func-

tional. Nevertheless, neither the effect of underwater

exposure on motor control nor the description of adaptive

processes in this complex environment have been docu-

mented yet.

The purpose of the present study was thus to

characterize the motor behavior of humans when

reaching underwater compared to reaching on land. We

examined the effect of task requirements by asking

subjects to reach toward close versus far targets. In our

experiment, reaching toward a far target required a
whole-body displacement to successfully perform the

task. This enabled us to investigate whether the

postural component could serve the focal component for

goal-directed actions in such unusual environments

(Casellato et al., 2012). We also tested two different con-

texts of buoyancy since subjects were either immersed

with their diving suit only (the neutral buoyancy was here

only applied to the subjects CoM, but not to each body

segment) or equipped with a submersible simulated

space suit designed for astronauts training named

‘Gandolfi’y (Hornet et al., 1990; Weiss et al., 2012). This

unique space suit enabled the application of neutral buoy-

ancy across body limbs and the adjustment of joint stiffness

similar to that exerted in a pressurized space suit. Based on

previous work, we expected underwater exposure to

influence motor behavior but also expected this influence

to vary with the experimental manipulation of buoyancy.

Furthermore, we also hypothesized that target location

(i.e., close versus far which determines the degree of pos-

tural involvement) could be critical in the way underwater

exposure and buoyancy may affect whole-body reaching.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Participants

Eight right-handed professional divers (three women and

five men, 1B-diving certificate holders, mean age = 38

± 7.9 years) participated in the experiment on a

voluntary basis. Security constraints excluded the

possibility of testing naive participants in this

environment. None of the subjects suffered from

neuromuscular or sensory impairments. Vision was

normal or corrected by lenses. All subjects were naive

as to the specific purpose of the experiment, which was

approved by the institutional review board of the

Institute of Movement Sciences. They gave their signed

informed consent prior to the study in accordance with

the Helsinki Convention.
Experimental setup

Subjects stood upright in front of two targets, with their

feet attached to the ground structure by means of foot-

straps (Fig. 1A). They had to press their right index

finger on the start push-button positioned alongside.

The height of the push-button was adjusted to each

subject’s height for initial posture standardization. Two

circular targets (diameter: 10 cm) were presented to the

subjects. They were oriented along the frontal plane and

were positioned relative to subjects’ anthropometric

features. The close target was positioned at shoulder’s

height (i.e., the height of the target center corresponded

to the horizontal projection of the height of the

acromioclavicular joint in the sagittal plane) at a

distance corresponding to arm length, allowing the

subjects to reach this target without trunk displacement.

The far target was positioned 25 cm away and 20 cm

below the close target: in that case, subjects had to

make an additional trunk displacement to reach this
Developed by COMEX S.A. & DASSAULT companies.
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup. (A) Global view of the pointing structure including targets, start push-button (black array) and footstraps. (B) Side view

of the targets which illustrates the position of the far target relative to the close target.
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target (Fig. 1B). Each target could be illuminated through

watertight Light-Emitting Diodes (LEDs) equally

distributed around the border. Target switching and

extinction were achieved by using a homemade software

(Docometre�) piloting a real-time acquisition/control

system running at 10 kHz (ADwin-Gold�, Jäger, Lorsch,

Germany).

Luminescent markers (LED-type) were positioned onto

the subjects’ index, shoulder and hip. Markers position was

recorded by a video motion capture system composed of

three cameras sampled at 60 Hz (resolution: 848 � 480

pixels). These cameras were inserted in custom-made

watertight housing for underwater acquisition.
Procedure

All the subjects were exposed to three environments: 1/on

land (‘‘Land”), 2/underwater with neutral buoyancy

applied to the CoM only (‘‘Aqua”), 3/underwater with

neutral buoyancy applied to body limbs by using a

‘‘Submersible Simulated Space Suit” (‘‘AquaS”). In these

three environments, subjects wore their diving suit to

neutralize the effects of joint stiffness proper to the suit.

Underwater conditions were performed in a specially-

equipped pool (4 m deep) at COMEX SA. In Aqua,

subjects wore their diving mask, air tank and wet suit

with a weight belt, such that free floating was reached,

but without specific control of buoyancy across the body

segments. Conversely in AquaS, subjects also wore

their diving mask and air tank, but were additionally

equipped with the submersible simulated space suit

(‘‘Gandolfi”) enabling us to apply neutral buoyancy

across the body limbs. These buoyancy features were
achieved by means of floats and weights specifically

distributed into the simulated space suit to cancel out

the gravitational force on each body part. Additionally,

joint stiffness was tuned by means of adjustable springs

to counteract the resultant torques yielded by the

exoskeleton underwater (i.e. to minimize the influence of

additional stiffness/inertia due to the exoskeleton upon

motor output and subsequent kinematics). Subjects first

performed the Land condition and four months later both

underwater conditions whose order was counterbalanced.

Positions of the start push-button and the targets were

adjusted for each subject before performing a calibration

along the Z vertical axis (corresponding to arm

movement elevation). Before each trial, subjects had to

stand upright, the arms outstretched along the body,

and the right index pressing on the start push-button.

When one of the targets was illuminated, subjects were

asked to perform an arm reaching movement toward the

target while keeping the arm outstretched. Reaching

movements had to be performed as quickly as possible

while primarily respecting accuracy constraints related

to the target area. The trial was validated when the

index fingertip reached the target. The final position had

to be maintained until target extinction (3 s after

movement onset) which prompted the subjects to return

to the starting position.

Subjects performed 42 pointing movements toward

each of the two targets for a total of 84 trials per

experimental session (during which the subjects were

exposed to one of the three specific environments). The

two targets were presented in a pseudorandom order,

which was counterbalanced between the subjects. Each

session included three specific blocks of four trials in
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which the order of target presentation was the same.

These blocks were presented in the initial, middle and

final part of the session to easily assess the potential

evolution of motor performance in each session, which

lasted about 45 min.
Data processing

For each trial, the time elapsed between target

illumination and the release of the start push-button by

the subjects defined the reaction time (RT). Video data

from the three cameras were initially synchronized and

sequenced (Kinovea� software), subsequently allowing

for the appropriate tracking of the selected markers (i.e.,

XZ coordinates over time for index, shoulder and hip

position). A 3D reconstruction method (Direct Linear

Transformation; Abdel-Aziz and Karara, 1971) was used

to merge XZ coordinates of a same marker from each

camera (LabviewTM software). This 3D reconstruction

method enabled us to improve the accuracy of markers’

position estimates to 3.3 � 10�3 ± 4 � 10�3 m on aver-

age. Kinematic data presented below were obtained from

this video processing and concerned the movement fea-

tures in the sagittal plane.

First, we analyzed the fingertip trajectory, success

rate, final accuracy, RT, movement duration (MD) and

mean tangential velocity (Vmeanendpoint). The final

accuracy was measured as the absolute error, i.e., the

mean unsigned distance of the final position of the index

fingertip relative to the target center along the Z vertical

axis. Index position in the sagittal plane was filtered

(digital second-order dual-pass Butterworth filter; 6 Hz

cutoff frequency) and differentiated to obtain the

endpoint tangential velocity in m.s�1. The movement

onset was defined as the time when the index tangential

velocity reached 1.5% of its peak. Conversely,

movement end was defined when the tangential velocity

dropped below 1.5% of its peak. Compared to higher

cutoff values (5% of peak velocity) reported in other

studies performed on land or in microgravity

(Papaxanthis et al., 2005; Gentili et al., 2007; Gaveau

and Papaxanthis, 2011; Bringoux et al., 2012), this

threshold was chosen to avoid underestimation of move-

ment duration considering the task constraints and their

behavioral consequences underwater (e.g., slower

velocity).

In this study, subjects performed reaching movements

characterized by a single-joint arm elevation around the

shoulder (i.e., with the arm outstretched). We therefore

analyzed the focal component of whole-body reaching

movements by considering the arm angular elevation

over time (i.e., angle evolution of the extended arm

relative to the shoulder with respect to its initial

orientation). Arm angular elevation was computed from

the index and shoulder XZ raw data, filtered (digital

second-order dual-pass Butterworth filter; 6 Hz cutoff

frequency) and differentiated to obtain angular velocity.

From this, peak velocity (PVang in deg s�1) and the

relative angular deceleration duration (rDDang, defined

as the duration between PVang and movement end, in %

of movement duration) were extracted.
In parallel, the postural component involved in the

whole-body reaching movements (especially to reach

the far target) was analyzed by considering trunk

displacement. This latter was illustrated by the final

angular position of trunk (hip-shoulder segment) relative

to vertical (bftrunk: trunk flexion in deg) at arm

movement end, and by the forward displacement of

subjects’ shoulder and hip (translation in mm). Shoulder

and hip movement onset/end were defined as the time

when the translational velocity on the X axis respectively

reached/dropped below 1.5% of its peak.

Statistical analyzes were based on mean

comparisons. Repeated-measures analyses of

variances (ANOVAs) were performed to compare the

means of kinematic parameters mentioned above after

having ensured that the assumption of normality and

homogeneity of variance were not violated

(Kolmogorov–Smirnov and Levene tests). Newman–

Keuls tests were used for post hoc analyses and the

significance threshold was set at .05 for all statistical

tests.
RESULTS

Potential learning effects

Preliminary analyses investigated potential adaptive

processes which might have been at work during a

single session (84 trials). Repeated-measures ANOVAs

including three Environment (Land, Aqua, AquaS) � 2

Target Position (Close, Far) � 3 Block (Initial, Middle,

Final) were initially performed on all the selected

parameters. The results did not show any significant

main effect of Block or any interaction with the other

factors (p> .05). Thus, the reported variables did not

significantly change along a session depending on the

moment of occurrence for a specific set of target

presentation (see Experimental procedures). For the

sake of clarity and statistical robustness, we thus

removed the Block factor from our subsequent analyses.
Upper-limb displacement

We first examined arm displacement toward the targets in

each environment. Fig. 2A illustrates endpoint trajectories

(i.e., index fingertip) in the sagittal plane observed for a

typical subject. It shows that final accuracy was

comparable across conditions but that spatio-temporal

characteristics of endpoint motion were impacted by the

experimental conditions.

Success rate and final accuracy. Subjects never

missed any targets (Close or Far), resulting in a 100%

success rate in each experimental condition. Moreover,

the ANOVA performed on the final accuracy

(mean = 7.79 ± 3.65 mm) yielded no significant main

effects (Environment: p= .11; Target Position: p= .23)

and no interaction between these two factors (p= .19).

Reaction time (RT). The ANOVA performed on RT

revealed a significant main effect of Environment

(F(2,14) = 12.60; p< .001). Post-hoc analysis showed
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more specifically that RT in Land (mean= 313± 34 ms)

was shorter than in Aqua (mean= 444± 138 ms;

p< .01) and AquaS (mean= 495± 115 ms; p< .001),

while no significant difference was found between Aqua

and AquaS regarding this variable (p= .19). No other

significant main effect or interaction was found with

regard to Target Position.

Movement duration (MD) and mean tangential velocity
(Vmeanendpoint). The ANOVA conducted on MD yielded

significant main effects of Environment (F(2,14)

= 28.05; p< .001) and Target Position (F(1,7)
= 165.25; p< .001) as well as a significant interaction

between these two factors (F(2,14) = 33.65; p< .001;

Fig. 2B). While MD in Land was shorter than in Aqua

(p< .001) and AquaS (p< .001) for both Close and

Far targets, MD in AquaS was even longer than in Aqua

for the Far target (p< .001) as compared to the Close

target (p< .01).

The ANOVA conducted on Vmeanendpoint revealed a

significant main effect of Environment (F(2,14)

= 105.57; p< .001). Post hoc analyses showed that

the mean tangential velocity differed in each of the three

environments (mean = 1.94 m s�1, 0.98 m s�1, and

0.64 m s�1, for Land, Aqua and AquaS respectively;

p< .01). The analysis also showed a main effect of

Target Position (Far target: 1.06 m s�1 vs. Close target:

1.31 m s�1; F(1,7) = 28.03; p< .01). No significant

interaction was found between these two factors.

Thus, our experimental conditions did influence the

temporal execution of endpoint displacement during

whole-body reaching movements. Next, we investigated

the relative spatiotemporal organization of the focal
component illustrated by the arm angular elevation over

time.

Peak angular velocity (PVang) and relative angular
deceleration duration (rDDang). Fig. 3A illustrates arm

angular velocity profiles for both Close and Far targets

in each environment. It shows that the experimental

conditions appeared to impact the amplitude and the

temporal structure of the velocity profiles. These

modulations were well reflected by the analysis of PVang

and rDDang.

The ANOVA conducted on PVang revealed significant

main effects of Environment (F(2,14) = 53.19;

p< .001) and Target Position (F(1,7) = 28.14;

p< .01), as well as a significant interaction between

both factors (F(2,14) = 7.64; p< .01; Fig. 3B). While

PVang in Land was higher than in Aqua (p< .001) and

AquaS (p< .001) for both Close and Far targets, PVang

in AquaS was even lower than in Aqua for the Far

target (p< .001) as compared to the Close target

(p< .01).

The ANOVA performed on rDDang revealed significant

main effects of Environment (F(2,14) = 4.78; p< .05)

and Target Position (F(1,7) = 19.06; p< .01) as well as

a significant interaction between these two factors

(F(2,14) = 6.10; p< .05; Fig. 3C). For the Close target,

rDDang was lower in Land than in Aqua (p< .05) and

AquaS (p< .05), but did not significantly differ in the

two latter environments (p= .32). Conversely for the

Far target, rDDang in Land was lower than in AquaS

(p< .001), but did not significantly differ from Aqua

(p= .13). Most importantly, rDDang in AquaS was

significantly higher than in Aqua (p< .01).
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Thus, the arm angular elevation reached slower

maximal velocities underwater. This effect was

accentuated when the neutral buoyancy was applied to

body limbs by means of a simulated space suit as

compared to when it was applied to the CoM only. In

this former underwater condition (AquaS), the relative

deceleration duration of arm angular elevation was

substantially increased when reaching the Far target,

when compared to both Land and Aqua conditions. The

next part will focus on the postural component involved

in whole-body reaching, especially when reaching the

Far target.

Trunk displacement
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β f
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Fig. 4. Mean final angular position of trunk relative to the vertical as a

function of Environment and Target Position. Error bars represent

standard deviation of the mean. ***p< .001; NS: non-significant

difference.
Final angular position of trunk relative to vertical
(bftrunk). The ANOVA performed on bftrunk revealed

main effects of Environment (F(2,14) = 6.77; p< .01)

and Target Position (F(1,7) = 470.72; p< .001).

Moreover, the analysis yielded a significant interaction

between these two factors (F(2,14) = 37.68; p< .001;

Fig. 4). While no significant difference appeared

between the three environments when reaching toward

the Close target (p> .05), mean bftrunk when reaching

toward the Far target was significantly lower in AquaS

as compared to Land (p< .001) and Aqua (p< .001),

while no difference was found between these two latter

environments (p= .51).

Shoulder and hip forward displacements. Unsurpris-

ingly, no noticeable forward translation was observed for

shoulder and hip when reaching toward the Close target

(located at subjects arm length, see Methods). Although

small movements of both joints were recorded during

reaching execution, they were below the threshold we

used for determining the start and end of a translational

displacement. Therefore, we subsequently focused our

analysis on the shoulder and hip forward displacements

occurring when reaching toward the Far target.

The ANOVA conducted on shoulder displacement

yielded a significant main effect of Environment (F(2,14)
= 6.79; p< .01). Post hoc analyses showed that the

shoulder displacement in AquaS (mean = 361 mm) was

significantly higher than in Land (mean = 301 mm;

p< .01) and Aqua (mean = 282 mm; p< .05) while no

significant difference was found between these latter

conditions (p= .41). Similarly, the ANOVA performed

on hip displacement revealed a significant main effect of

Environment (F(2,14) = 34.49; p< .001). Post hoc

analyses showed that the hip displacement in AquaS

(mean = 331 mm) was significantly higher than in Land

(mean = 31 mm; p< .001) and Aqua (mean: 27 mm;

p< .001) while no significant difference was found

between these latter conditions (p= .92).

Overall, these analyses indicate that the postural

involvement differed during whole-body reaching

movements as a function of the Environment and Target

Position. When neutral buoyancy was applied across

the limbs underwater by means of a simulated space

suit, reaching toward far targets led to smaller trunk

bending associated to larger forward displacements of
the shoulder and hip, as compared to land and

underwater exposure without specific control of

buoyancy across the body segments. The following

discussion will address the main focal and postural

differences previously reported and will propose

possible interpretations for these observations.
DISCUSSION

In this study, we investigated the influence of underwater

exposure on motor behavior by testing subjects’

performance in a whole-body reaching task, compared

to a standard land condition. We also questioned the

influence of neutral buoyancy and its specific application

to body segments, as enabled by the use of a

submersible simulated space suit. Analysis of the

spatiotemporal characteristics of whole-body reaching

movements demonstrated how underwater exposure by

itself impacts basic movement features, especially in

terms of speed reduction. However, movement

kinematics also differed according to the way buoyancy

was exerted across body limbs. Remarkably, some

parameters reflecting the organization of focal and

postural components of whole-body reaching were close

to Land observations when neutral buoyancy was not

specifically applied to each limb underwater (Aqua

condition). Conversely, when subjects were equipped

with the submersible simulated space suit, in which

neutral buoyancy was exerted across the body
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segments (AquaS condition), substantial reorganizations

of focal and postural components of the movement were

found, resembling those reported in microgravity.

Basic influence of underwater exposure on motor
behavior

Remarkably, we did not find any significant changes in the

reported variables across the successive reaching

movements performed underwater, thus suggesting the

absence of any significant adaptation taking place during

the experiment. Rather, we observed some motor

reorganizations which took place at the earliest onset of

exposure in Aqua and AquaS. Several hypotheses can

be advanced to explain this observation. First, it is

possible that the task constraints were not sufficient to

yield adaptation along the experiment. Indeed, the

subjects immediately succeeded in reaching the intended

targets whatever the environment, thus implying no need

to change the initial –successful– behavior. Moreover,

the participants were all professional divers used to work

and move underwater. The amount of experience gained

by divers underwater could have been thus detrimental to

the occurrence of adaptive effects in the study. However,

it must be reminded that none of them had any

experience with the submersible simulated space suit. In

this latter condition, we could then argue that either the

movements performed by the subjects during their

installation on the pointing structure or prior expectancies

of what it could be to move in a submersible suit favored

motor pre-settings for immediate reorganization.

Overall, the substantial decrease of movement speed

constitutes the most salient feature of motor

reorganization underwater. This was reflected by higher

movement duration and lower mean and peak velocity

during movement execution, as compared to Land

observations. These findings, observed both in Aqua

and AquaS, are most likely related to the viscous

resistance of the fluid during movement execution

(Hoffmann and Chan, 2012). However, we cannot

exclude that slowing down could reflect a pre-
established strategy to face the anticipated disturbances

underwater in order to maintain a given level of perfor-

mance. Following this, the decrease in movement speed

could be viewed as a natural response to the increase

of task difficulty (i.e., to an unusual force field), according

to Fitts’ law (Fitts, 1954; Kerr, 1973, 1978). This hypothe-

sis is supported by higher reaction times in Aqua and

AquaS, thus suggesting that not only movement execu-

tion but also motor planning is modified underwater. This

is consistent with a previous study also reporting an

increase of reaction time during discrete reaching move-

ments similar to Fitts’ task performed in a pool (Dixon,

1985). As mentioned earlier, movement speed reduction,

whether it could partly arise from an active reorganization

in motor planning at the CNS level or from water resis-

tance, could aim at keeping some aspects of motor per-

formance unaffected. In this regard, we noticed a

maximal success rate (100%) and similar final accuracy

in Land, Aqua and AquaS. As requested, the subjects

have thus favored the spatial constraints of the task, even

when facing unusual environments. Interestingly, as we
will detail in the following part, keeping this high level of

accuracy underwater implied more subtle changes in

motor behavior, depending on the way buoyancy is

applied across the body and the Target Position to be

reached.
Underwater motor features when neutral buoyancy is
not specifically applied to body limbs

When participants wore only their diving suit with a weight

belt and reached toward the far target, the relative length

of deceleration phase of arm angular elevation as well as

the final trunk flexion were close to those recorded on

land. In other words, the motor behavior exhibited in

Aqua may also reflect some spatiotemporal

characteristics observed on land when considering the

focal and postural components of whole-body reaching.

With regard to the focal component, arm elevation

exhibited asymmetric bell-shaped velocity profiles (i.e.,

the relative deceleration duration of upward arm

movements being longer that the relative acceleration

duration), in line with previous reports on land (Gentili

et al., 2007; Gaveau and Papaxanthis, 2011). Interest-

ingly, while this asymmetry increased in Aqua with

respect to Land when reaching toward the close target,

it did not differ between these two conditions when reach-

ing toward the far target. In other words, as soon as a pos-

tural motion was necessary to perform the whole-body

reaching task, the relative spatiotemporal organization

of the focal kinematics was comparable between Land

and Aqua.

With regard to the postural component involved during

whole-body reaching, one may hypothesize that a

common postural strategy was used in Land and Aqua,

which consisted in bending the trunk forward to assist

the focal part of the movement (Massion, 1992;

Vernazza et al., 1999). Such a posturo-kinetic strategy

was also illustrated in our study by a large forward dis-

placement of the shoulder associated to a very small dis-

placement of the hip to reach the far target, both in Land

and Aqua. This would favor equilibrium maintenance at

the cost of mechanical energy minimization (i.e., higher

absolute work) and joint smoothness maximization (i.e.,

higher angular jerk). In line with the optimal control theory,

the combination of these cost functions (energy/smooth-

ness) has been previously shown to characterize the con-

trol of reaching in sitting (Berret et al., 2011) and standing

postures (Hilt et al., 2016) on land. The replication of this

‘‘on land-strategy” underwater, when neutral buoyancy is

not specifically applied to body limbs, is also consistent

with a study conducted by Massion et al. (1995) who

reported a persistence of the terrestrial postural control

during movements involving trunk flexion underwater.

However, as discussed below, this strategy did not persist

underwater when neutral buoyancy was applied across

the body segments.
Motor reorganizations associated with distributed
neutral buoyancy across body limbs

When neutral buoyancy was applied at the level of each

body segment by means of a unique submersible
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simulated space suit, substantial motor reorganizations

were noticed regarding focal kinematics and postural

strategy. First, arm elevation in AquaS was

characterized by a longer relative deceleration phase as

compared to Land and Aqua. Neutral buoyancy

homogeneously applied to the whole-body segments

substantially changed the force field as compared to

‘‘raw” underwater exposure with the diving suit only. In

AquaS, the use of pre-established internal models for

sensorimotor planning and execution, acquired on Earth

from past experience, may have become irrelevant

(Wolpert and Kawato, 1998; Wolpert and Ghahramani,

2000). Also, to be activated, these representations

strongly depend on the initial state of the sensorimotor

system which provides useful information to elaborate

the upcoming motor plan (Starkes et al., 2002;

Flanagan et al., 2006; White et al., 2012). Here, the dis-

tributed neutral buoyancy in AquaS deeply modified the

effect of gravitational force acting on upper limb joints.

Several studies demonstrated that gravity is integrated

in motor planning and anticipated in terms of expected

sensory states (Berret et al., 2008; Crevecoeur et al.,

2009; Gaveau et al., 2011, 2014). We therefore suggest

that in AquaS, the uncertainty regarding these novel envi-

ronmental constraints could disrupt the use of predictive

mechanisms based on initial state estimates, as the latter

could not be related to any previous experience. Accord-

ingly, this would lead to a greater use of feedback pro-

cesses (Bringoux et al., 2012; Franklin et al., 2012).

Supporting this hypothesis, we found lower peak velocity

and increased relative deceleration duration in AquaS,

which would allow more time for sensory feedback control

(Chua and Elliott, 1993; Sarlegna et al., 2003; Terrier

et al., 2011). Thus, as feedforward predictions could be

insufficient or incorrect in this context, the upregulation

of feedback gains could help dealing with the unexpected

disturbances and maintain movement accuracy (Franklin

et al., 2012).

A second main finding relates to the postural

reorganization observed in AquaS. Subjects seemed to

adopt a new postural strategy illustrated in our study by

a smaller trunk flexion than in Land and Aqua to reach

the far target. This smaller trunk flexion suggests a

whole-body forward displacement which would

correspond to the ankle strategy evoked by Nashner

and McCollum (1985), though with greater amplitude. In

our study, this is supported by larger hip and shoulder for-

ward displacements in AquaS than in Land and Aqua

(while no significant difference was observed between

these latter conditions). Such a strategy may help reduc-

ing the degrees of freedom (Bernstein, 1967) by minimiz-

ing the number of ‘free-to-move’ joints. Moreover, it could

also minimize the mechanical energy expenditure and

maximize joint smoothness, in line with the optimal control

theory (Berret et al., 2011). The combination of these cost

functions would thus enable the postural component to

support more efficiently the focal part of the reaching

movement. According to Hilt et al. (2016), a postural strat-

egy based on whole-body forward displacement reduces

the equilibrium safety margin in land. In AquaS however,

the neutral buoyancy applied across the whole-body
seems to decrease the gravitational constraints and the

risk of falling, even when the CoM projection was presum-

ably outside the base of support. Therefore, the postural

strategy specifically used in this condition may reflect

the interactions between cost functions which led to a

tradeoff between efficient reaching and equilibrium main-

tenance (Hilt et al., 2016).
Behavioral similarities between AquaS and
microgravity: a perspective of motor transfer?

As compared to Land observations, underwater exposure

resulted in a decrease of movement speed which appears

to be greater than that usually reported in weightlessness

(Berger et al., 1997; Papaxanthis et al., 2005). This obser-

vation may be mainly explained by the additional pres-

ence of fluid resistance underwater (Hoffmann and

Chan, 2012). However, when focusing on the kinematics

of arm elevation normalized with respect to movement

duration, similar reorganizations could be pointed out

between AquaS and microgravity. Indeed, we previously

reported an increase of the normalized deceleration

phase of arm elevation in microgravity comparable to that

observed here in AquaS (Bringoux et al., 2012). This

longer relative deceleration phase would allow for a

greater use of feedback corrective processes to compen-

sate for incorrect initial state estimates prior to movement

onset. Indeed, the simulation of a gravity-like shoulder tor-

que in weightlessness, by means of elastic bands

attached to the forearm, has been found to provide suffi-

cient prior information to reactivate gravity-related internal

models and thus restore kinematics and final accuracy of

arm reaching (Bringoux et al., 2012).

Casellato et al. (2012) observed that when reaching

movements required trunk mobilization in microgravity

(whole-body reaching), subjects adopted a new postural

strategy illustrated by a whole-body forward displacement

toward the target, as in the present study. In Casellato

et al. (2012) study, a biomechanical model revealed that

this strategy was based on a CoM projection beyond the

base of support. Notably, the subjects were not con-

strained by the gravitational force which would impose a

reduction of the displacement of the CoM projection by

some compensatory mechanisms. These main postural

features led Casellato et al. (2012) to suggest the exis-

tence of an ‘‘oversimplification” of postural control to per-

form reaching movements. This would favor the fine

control of the focal component during whole-body reach-

ing, ensuring its final accuracy despite the degraded initial

state estimates. We here postulate that similar processes

were operating underwater when the subjects where

immersed in the simulated space suit (AquaS).

The behavioral similarities that could be reported

between AquaS and the microgravity environment

strongly suggest that the neutral buoyancy, when

uniformly exerted across the whole-body, could help

reproducing a microgravity-like environment, despite the

presence of additional fluid resistance. In the framework

of astronauts’ training, it could be of value to test

whether motor skills learned in this particular immersive

environment could be transferred and used during
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extra-vehicular activities in space. Likely, a fine control of

buoyancy across the whole-body may be advantageous

to underwater training methods, by providing a more

realistic EVA environment. Most importantly, the motor

reorganizations observed in AquaS were observed at

the early stage of exposure to the novel environmental

constraints, and thus may not require adaptive

processes to become functional. The occurrence of

such early functional motor reorganizations must

however be challenged in tasks involving higher

accuracy constraints and tested with less experienced

divers.

CONCLUSION

Although underwater exposure by itself influences some

basic features of motor behavior during arm reaching

movements as compared to land observations, the

present study shows that some focal and postural

components of the motor output underwater remain

close to standard normogravity behavior when neutral

buoyancy is not exerted across whole-body segments.

On the contrary, when neutral buoyancy is applied to

each body limb, by means of a submersible simulated

space suit, subjects tend to produce focal and postural

kinematics close to those observed in weightlessness.

In other words, the fine control of neutral buoyancy,

may improve the quality of the simulation of microgravity

environments, thus optimizing astronauts’ training before

space missions.
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